Application Story

EtherCAT-Enabled Panel PC
Rises Production Speed by 40%
with Simplified System Architecture
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Overview
NEXCOM’s EtherCAT-enabled panel PCs
have taken the place of programmable

corrugated metal sheets in a shorter
time span than previously anticipated.
Challenged to speed up roll forming

logic controllers (PLCs) and human-

lines, the manufacturers has embraced

machine interface (HMI) to boost

NEXCOM’ APPC 1530T, an EtherCAT-

the production speed by 40% for a

enabled 15” panel PC, over PLCs.

manufacturer of corrugated metal sheets
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and rolling forming lines. By empowering

NEXCOM’s Solution

roll forming lines to hit a line speed of

Installed in roll forming lines, the APPC 1530T

70 meters per minute (m/min), NEXCOM

is used to control and display operation

APPC 1530T enables the manufacturer

information of a series of manufacturing

and its clients to produce more corrugated

processes. The APPC 1530T begins with

metal sheets, serve more customers, and
generate more revenue.

Challenges
Having a spate of applications, corrugated
metal sheets is a construction material
widely used for roofing, siding, and wall
cladding. Facing overwhelming market
demand as well as heavy competition, the
manufacturer was under the mounting
pressure to build new roll forming lines
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which can deliver a higher volume of
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unrolling a galvanized steel coil into a flat
sheet which is then transferred and guided
to roll forming units to shape a beautiful
trapezoidal or sinusoidal profile. Next, the
APPC 1530T sets fly shears into action to
cut the corrugated metal sheet into pieces
of a desired length, and then weighs and
stacks the finished products, which are
produced at a line speed of 70 m/min.
It is a seemingly simple work yet requiring
roll forming lines to show mastery of

high-speed, multi-axis, multi-point control

forming lines orchestrated by a single unit

that was lacking in existing roll forming

of powerful APPC 1530T have a much

lines which took two Modbus RTU PLCs

simpler architecture that not only is easier

and a 7” HMI to do the same work and

to maintain but also demonstrates great

maxed out at about 50 m/min.

simplicity in system integration.

Solution Benefits

With the support for IEC 61131-3 and

Building roll forming lines with the

enables the manufacturer to reuse

APPC 1530T gives the manufacturer

already-written motion control functions

unprecedented speed, control, and

by copying ladder diagrams, function

simplicity over PLCs. The EtherCAT-

block diagrams, and motion control

enabled APPC 1530T outruns Modbus

libraries from existing roll forming lines to

RTU PLCs in terms of the communication

new lines. As a result, the manufacturer

speed and is so powerful to serve as

is allowed to accelerate time to market of

both a PC-based controller and HMI.

innovations with reduced programming

Compared to their predecessors, new roll

efforts.

PLCopen standards, the APPC 1530T
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Controller Software:
CODESYS Control SoftMotion RTE
HMI Software:
CODESYS TargetVisu
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Founded in 1992, NEXCOM integrates its capabilities and operates
six global businesses, which are IoT Automation Solutions, Intelligent
Digital Security, Internet of Things, Interactive Signage Platform, Mobile
Computing Solutions, and Network and Communication Solutions.
NEXCOM serves its customers worldwide through its subsidiaries in five
major industrial countries. Under the IoT megatrend, NEXCOM expands
its offerings with solutions in emerging applications including IoT, robot,
connected cars, Industry 4.0, and industrial security.

www.nexcom.com
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